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INTRODUCTION
It goes without saying that the hight resolution
numerical schemes are booming during recently
decades unprecedentedly because of both analyt-
ical as well as practical demands. As far as people
are concerned, an extraordinary well-know spa-
tial finite difference scheme of these is so-called
Weighted Essentially Non-oscillatory scheme, or
WENO scheme. WENO scheme is based on tradi-
tional Essentially Non-oscillatory(ENO) scheme,
which is specialized for the discontinuities such
as shock waves. Apart from the property of cap-
turing discontinuous region, WENO also make
full use of information to maintain high order ac-
curacy.
WENO was firstly introduced in the middle of
1990’s with two highly intuitive paper by Xu-
Dong Liu et al.(1994) and Jiang, G. S. and Shu,
C. W.(1995). The former is considered to be the
significant breakthrough for it introduced a far-
reaching idea, while the latter refines it(mainly
on smoothness measurement) so that obtains a
high resolution without waste any information.
In 2008, Rafael Borges et al. developed WENO-
Z scheme with less dissipation and higher res-
olution than the classical WENO by using a
more reasonable smoothness indicator. Recently,
Rafael Borges came up with a new WENO-Z plus
method that it constructed a new smoothness in-
dicator with an empirical parameter. Thus more
physics dissipation occurs at high frequency re-
gion.
Euler system is one of the most intriguing issue
in the field of numerical solution of partial dif-
ferentiate equations for its prevailing application-
s and conservative structure. In the workshop,
we concentrate mainly on one-dimensional Euler
system in consideration of time, and can reach the
essence of the basic ideas of scientific computing.
For both specific and universality, the source term
is introduced by gravitational field.
To keep the advantage of high resolution, well-
balanced method is used. In short, the aim is
to apply same WENO structure on both spatial
derivative term and source term, which means
the non-linear weight of source term should be
the same as the spatial derivative term. The clas-
sic Lax-Friedrich global flux-splitting(LF) is per-
formed in the workshop.

METHODOLOGY
WENO scheme: WENO scheme derived from
ENO, using a convex combination of the can-
didate stencils instead of only pick the most
ideal one, which is an ENO method. This high
resolution scheme to performs best when dealing
with the hyperbolic conservation laws with the
property of capability of continuities as well as
high resolution(order of 2r-1, r is the number
of stencils). Considering its popularity and the
limited space we would not like to discuss this
method in detail.

Well-balanced method: When it comes to
hyperbolic equations such as Euler equations
with source terms, it is a challenge to avoid
the error induced by the numerical schemes.
Well-balanced method is a tricky approach to use
the same WENO scheme for both source terms
and spatial derivatives.
The one-dimensional Euler equations are

ρt + (ρu)x = 0
(ρu)t + (ρu2 + p)x = −ρφx
Et + ((E + p)u)x = −ρuφx

(1)

The simplest and most commonly encountered
case is the linear gravitational potential field:
φx = g. The first step is to rewrite the source term

ρt + (ρu)x = 0
(ρu)t + (ρu2 + p)x = −ρ exp(gx)(exp(−gx))x
Et + ((E + p)u)x = −ρu exp(gx)(exp(−gx))x

(2)
where the gravitational source −ρg is replaced
by ρexp(gx)(exp(−gx))x, and −ρug is treated in
the same way. Thus, the source term consists of
the gradient form(spatial derivative), which cor-
responds to numerical flux term. Then, we use
WENO-Z to discretize the numerical flux term,
and apply the non-linear weights to the source
term exactly on those candidate stencils. Now
that numerical flux and the source using the same
numerical scheme, and the error induced by it
cancels naturally, maintaining the high resolution
property.

NUMERICAL RESULTS
The test case is the standard Sod test, coupling
with the gravitational field. The computational
domain is set as [0,1], and the initial conditions
are given by

ρ = 1 , u = 0, p = 1, if x ≤ 0.5
ρ = 0.125 , u = 0, p = 0.1, if x ≥ 0.5

(3)

The gravitational field φ takes a value of g = φx =
1, and γ = 1.4. And Time discretization is by the
third order TVD Runge-Kutta time discretization,
the CFL number is set to be 0.5. We compute this
problem using our well-balanced finite difference
WENO method with reflection boundary condi-
tions and 100 uniform meshes. The solutions at
time t = 0.2 with a reference solutiopn comput-
ed by traditional finite difference WENO method
with much refined 2000 uniform meshes to pro-
vide a comparison.
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Figure 1: Left: density distribution .Right: velocity dis-
tribution.
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Figure 2: Left: pressure distribution .Right: energy dis-
tribution.

From all appearance our solution of numerical ex-
periment is close to the reference solution, show-
ing two salient shock waves. We can conclude
from figures above that well-balanced method
with finite difference WENO-Z scheme is capa-
ble of describe solutions more physically, and can
save numerous calculation cost.

FUTURE WORK
First of all, extend our method to multi-
dimensional case with any given gravitational
field. In addition to that, characteristic decompo-
sition will be used.
Then, experiment with several flux-splitting tech-
nique and access their advantages together with
disadvantages.
Last but not least, try to apply the work above
on physical oceanography(e.g. shallow water e-
quations and Navier-Stokes equations) or astro-
physics(plasma).
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